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Skylanders was the #1 kids video game of 2011. It is a revolutionary new experience that allows

kids to bring real-world characters to life in a video game. These books expand upon the Skylanders

world to create a unique and enjoyable reading experience.
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This was a gift my son received for his 6th birthday in Oct. Mind you, he didn't even have the game

because I didn't think he was ready for it. Boy, was I wrong. I purchased this copy for my nephew. I

scored high points in the "fav aunt" scale. Skylander aficionados , this is a must have book. Great

read for car rides, play dates, field trips, etc. We are looking forward to the Skylanders Swap Force

Guide which will be released 6/26/14.

my oldest song love the skylanders since the come out, one by one i am getting him the collection,

he book is new, perfect condition and fast delivery, I will definitely keep purchase book for my kids

thru this seller.



good quality, nice color pages. Yet according to my son, 2/3 of the book are on introduction of the

Giants characters only, not so much on how to pass levels. If you're looking for game guide (teach

you how to pass game levels), you might want to look for other books.

Great way to keep all his stickers in one place and provides useful information with respect to the

characters strengths - only thing i would have liked to see was a place to put the "special" character

variants or some way to track them in this book - we just put them on the same page... would love to

hear from others if you have any suggestions!

This is just what I was hoping for, analogous to a Pokedex. Perfect for a boy who loves all things

Skylanders. He could spend hours looking at it, and he can't even read yet!

I bought this for my 5 year old grandchildren who loved it. Since their video time is limited this fills in

a lot of time for them with lots of interesting conversatio

my 10 year old son wanted this from the book order at his school. I found it cheaper at  so we got it

here. he loves it! And he saved a couple of bucks. Win Win!

Recommend this to a school age kids. My five year old enjoys adding the stickers from the

Skylanders packages. Also, great to learn more about the characters.
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